Cookie Price List
Prices are valid November 2019

All our cookies come individually wrapped with
ingredients labels on the back. Prices include GST.
Flavours: Vanilla , Gingerbread spice and vegan orange
and cardamom.

Impression Cookies:

Made using our standard alphabet stamps or custom 3D printed stamps these cookies
are all one colour with your message stamped into the icing.
Small Size: 3 rows of text maximum of 6 characters per line
6cm round, 6cm hearts, 5.5 cm square, 4cm x 7cm oval, 4cm x 6cm rectangle
Standard Colours
**Custom Mixed colour
12-199 cookies: $3.85 each
12-199 cookies: $4.50 each
200-499 cookies: $3.75 each
200-499 cookies: $4.40 each
500 -999 cookies: $3.65 each
500-999 cookies $4.30 each
1000+ cookies: $3.55 each
1000+ cookies $4.20 each

Large: 3 rows of text maximum of 8 characters per line
7cm rounds, 7cm hearts, 6.5cm squares, 7cm x 5cm rectangle, 8cm x 5cm oval
Standard Colours:
**Custom Mixed colour
12-199 cookies: $4.00 each
12-199 cookies: $4.65 each
200-499 cookies: $3.90 each
200-499 cookies: $4.55 each
500 -999 cookies: $3.80 each
500-999 cookies $4.45 each
1000+ cookies: $3.70 each
1000+ cookies $4.35 each
Misc. Shaped Impression Cookies – teapot, house etc
Size varies depending on shape but is generally 8cm.
**Custom Mixed colour
Standard Colours:
20-199 cookies: $4.95 each
20-199 cookies: $4.30 each
200-499 cookies: $4.20 each
200-499 cookies: $4.85 each
500 -999 cookies: $4.10 each
500-999 cookies $4.75 each
1000+ cookies: $4.00 each
1000+ cookies $4.65 each

Standard
Colours:
*Standard Colours are: White, Pastel pink, pastel blue, pastel yellow, pastel
green, teal, dark pink, medium green, medium blue, yellow, orange and
purple.
Water colour is 10c extra Marbled icing (white mixed 24K gold leaf is 90c extra per
with 1 colour) is 15c extra per
cookie.
per cookie.
cookie.
Silver leaf is 50c extra per
Metallic flecks or
cookie.
strokes 10c extra per cookie

Standard colour impression cookies in
medium green, medium blue, orange
and yellow:

7cm round impression cookies
with pink water colour & gold leaf

Misc. shaped impression cookies in
marbled pink and purple icing.

7cm round impression cookies with a custom
3D printed stamp in white icing with
watercolour and black accents:

Custom coloured impression cookies with a
custom 3D printed stamps and gold strokes
and flecks.

6cm round impression cookies with a
custom stamp in a custom mixed pink

Logo Cookies

Using your supplied image we print on edible paper using edible
ink and then place that image onto an iced cookie. There is a thin
border of white icing around all edible images.
Minis:
4.5cm round or 4.5 cm square
12-199: $3.60 each
200- 499: $3.50 each
500-999: $3.40 each

1000+ $3.30 each

Standard Size:
6cm round, 5.5 cm square, 4cm x
7cm oval, 4cm x 6cm rectangle
20-199 cookies: $4.30 each
200-499 cookies: $4.20 each
500 -999 cookies: $4.10 each
1000+ cookies: $4.00 each

Large:

7cm rounds, 6.5cm squares, 7cm x
5cm rectangle, 8cm x 5cm oval
20-199 cookies: $4.50 each
200-499 cookies: $4.40 each
500 -999 cookies: $4.30 each
1000+ cookies: $4.20 each

Misc. Shaped Logo Cookies
Size varies depending on shape but is
generally 8cm.
12-199: $4.70 each
200-499: $4.60 each
500-999: $4.50 each

1000+: $4.40 each

